
Important Information! 
I do not recommend lightening or perming the hair extensions as they have already

gone through so many chemical processes. These services can have certain chemical
elements in that affects the hair extensions even though the hair is 100% human hair. 

 
 

If you do any of the above it instantly voids any guarantee from the supplier. 
This means if the hair was ever faulty such as matting or excessively

knotting/shedding the supplier would do nothing to help. 
Please note it is very rare to receive a bad batch of hair extensions with high quality

suppliers.  
 
 

The more heat you use on your hair the shorter the lifespan. 
Heat protection is extremely important and you need to use it everytime you use heat

tools on your hair. 
You need to treat your extensions how you would treat your natural hair, treatments,

oils and heat protection.  
 

Heat tools should be no hotter that 185 degrees. 
 
 

Lighter shades will have a shorter lifespan than darker shades. 
This is because lighter shades have been through more chemical processes to get

them to lighter shades. 
Lighter shades will need extra care and less heat. 

 
 

Silver shampoos may be used as your own risk as long as they are formulated for hair
extensions. 

 
There is a purple shampoo & conditioner range available in the Bella Dolls Hair Care

range that is suitable to use with extensions.
Beauty Works also has a purple range. 

 
 
 

Silver/purple shampoo will take more on extensions so it needs to be diluted before
use. 

Either mix it with your hair extension shampoo or dilute it into a bottle and apply. 
Silver/purple shampoo is drying to hair so you need to ensure you are using your

masks and oils to keep your hair hydrated.  
 



How to look after your hair extensions!

Brushing
 

Remember your extensions are attached to your natural hair so please be gentle. 
         If you pull your hair extensions too hard you risk the chance of pulling your own hair out

with them. 

Please do not use a brush with balls on the ends as these will catch and pull your extensions. 
If wearing bonds or nano rings , go through each row and separate the extensions

individually, this will stop any matting. 
If wearing a weave or tapes then flip up the weft/tapes and brush in-between to ensure you

are brushing your natural hair. 
 

When brushing your extensions always hold your hair at the root and start at the bottom and
work your way up releasing any knots. 

This ensures you are not placing any stress on the attachments. 
Before bed you will need to brush and plait your hair.  

 
 
 

 

You will need a soft bristle brush.

The part everyone dreads! It is not that bad once you get used to it and into a wash/dry
routine. 

You ideally only need to wash your hair 1-2 times per week 
Please leave your tapes/bonds 48 hours before washing so they are secure

 
Always detangle and separate your extensions before washing 

Wash your hair with your head tilted back in the shower and never over a bath
Smooth the shampoo over your hair and gently massage getting into the root so you can

eliminate any product build up. 
 

Do not flip your head over and wash as you will cause tension on your scalp
 

Only apply conditioner to the mid lengths and ends of your hair and never the root area and
this can cause extensions to slip

Once washed and conditioned gently pat dry, never scrub with a towel as this will snap and
matt your hair. Just remember overwashing your extensions will cause them to become dry. 

Washing
 

 
 
 
 

 
Sunday - full wash 

Tuesday - top wash 
Thursday - full wash 
Saturday - top wash 

 
 

You do not have to wash the whole of your hair every time, if you are prone to oily hair then
use a dry shampoo and follow this plan. 

 
Top just watch the top of your hair (t-section) tie back your hair extensions and wash the

top section. 
As your natural hair is hidden within the extensions you only see the top section of your hair.  

 
 



Drying
 

Brush through your hair using your bristle brush separating your extensions and
getting in-between

Apply hair oil to the midlengths and ends and spray your heat protection through
Dry your root on a cooler setting if you have tapes, bonds and nanos. 

Blast your hair dry and then you can use any curling/ drying brushes to finish, but
ensure your hair does not get tangled 

Your hair extensions are 100% human hair no matter what hair range you have so they
will dry a little fluffy so style as preferred always using heat protection.  

 
 

Swimming, Gym & Holidays 
 

The sweat and salt with affect bonds and tapes and can cause them to come out
prematurely.  

 

This question is so popular running up to summer! 
Everyone wants gorgeous hair for relaxing by the pool.. 

Going abroad with your hair extensions is at your own risk and not covered by any
guarantee. 

Never swim with your extensions down. Sea water and chlorine is extremely drying on
your hair and extensions and have been through a large chemical process already. 

 
There is a higher mineral/iron content in water abroad which can cause lighter shades

to go a peach/yellow/orange shade and discolour. 
There are products that can be used to counteract the discolouration. 

If you have an old set of extensions it is recommended to wear those abroad than a
new set if possible.  

 
Always plait your hair before swimming. 

Do not swim with knotty hair or hair that is in a bun. It will matt and your extensions will
be ruined. 

If you do get your hair wet then wash and condition it.
Wear your hair up when in the gym and wash thoroughly after. 

Do not leave your hair after a work out. 

 
 Fading
 

if your extensions do fade it doesn't mean you have faulty hair, it is just 100% human
hair and will act like your own hair.  

 

Just like your natural hair, your extensions WILL fade over time. 
When you have your hair coloured every 8-12 weeks you notice that your hair will fade

in richness, tone and ashiness if blond, this is why you have toners etc on your hair
service. 

The same applies for hair extensions, they have been coloured so with washing , wear
and heat styling they will fade. 

Brown tones can lighten to a copper/light brown and blonds can turn warm. 
As mentioned previously you can tone/colour them to get the tone back. 



 

Please advise your hairdresser not to get any colour within the attachments 

 
 
 

Colouring your hair

The most common question I get Is can I colour my hair whilstI have my
extensions in? The answer is yes and no...

You can have your t-section coloured whilst you've got your hair in and when it is refit
day you can have a removal, go and get your hair coloured and have them refitted. 

Hair extensions are 100% human hair and a raw product.
Like your own hair when it is coloured, extensions will fade over the course of wear. 

 
They will fade in colour and lose their tone so you may need to top up the colour. 

Darker hair will fade and blondes will lose their ashy tone which is why you have a toner
with your blonde service with your hairdresser each time. 

For you blonde ladies you may use a purple/silver shampoo but not a highstreet
product or you can have them toned with your hairdresser. 

For dark hair a semi permanent tint can be used on the hair.  
 

Wearing your hair up 
 

Mid-low styles are recommended with all methods.  
 

When you have your extensions fitted you must not wear your hair tight/high up for
the first few weeks, you may cause tension at the attachments as your extensions are
so fresh. Any method is fitted around 1cm away from the scalp to allow for movement  

and a safe fitting but you will still need to follow the no hair up rule.
With all methods you can wear your hair up but you may need to adapt how you do

this. 
If you have finer hair then it may not be possible to have a high pony/high half up as

you need to disguise your extensions.  
You wont be able to have the extensions as far forward with weaves/tapes if you do
want to wear your hair high up, so you will have more blending through the front of

your  hair. You may opt for individuals through the sides.
No extensions can be fitted on the hair line so you will always have a combs width of

hair to cover the extensions. 

 

For blondes a max of 160 degrees should be used alongside heat protection. 

Heat Use

All the hair extensions I fit are 100% human and can be curled & straightened.
They are not synthetic nor do they contain any traces. 

High temperatures WILL cause fading in the same way your natural will fade and
snap with too much heat. 

Light blond hair has already been through so many chemical processes as it
starts off as dark hair. 

Due to the catalysts and salt in the bleaching process high temperatures can
cause blondes to discolour . 

This is extremely difficult to remove and will requires bleach and toning which will
damage the hair. 



 

Regular refits stop this from happening and allow your hair to grow.  
 

Refits 

Refits are necessary to maintain and keep your hair healthy. 
Your scalp sheds around 100-150 hairs a day so imagine those hairs trapped within the

extension attachment when you have extensions in. 
 

Your shedded hair cannot escape but will still sheds so remains trapped. 
On your refits this hair is removed. 

 
If this hair is not removed 6-8 weekly then it can build up and cause matting. 

If you do not have regular refits you can damage your hair. 
The trapped hairs can cause irritation and the clean sections between the

extensions become mixed together and matt. 
This is why you MUST separate your extensions everyday. 

 
Also mentioned before your hair shed so the amount of natural hair left in each
bond/tape/ring is reduced which means your remaining hair may not be strong
enough to hold the extensions. This means the extensions may slide or it may

pull out taking your natural hair with it. 

 

 

Discolouration 

Discolouration can happen with lighter shades, contact with tanning products,
sun and sunbed cream will change the hair to a peachy tone if not careful. 

This is also covered in the swimming/holiday section of the aftercare. 
During summer discolouration of blondes is common due to well water, hard

water areas and cosmetic chemicals associated with summer. 
You will need to use a malibu C sachet to remove discolouration.

 
Some argan oils can stain the hair due to the colour.

Most argan oils are too heavy for the hair, MoroccanOil is known for this but they
do make a light version which will be suitable.  

There is a list of suitable oils in the product section.  
 

Pregnancy
 

 Your hair will possibly shed a lot and you may loose your extensions faster.  
 

Having extensions during pregnancy is fine, you will find your hair is thicker and grows
faster so you may need more regular refits. 

Or on the flip side your hair may become thinner and shed more so you have to be
prepared. 

If you are wanting to have extensions during pregnancy then you must understand
the changes and you cannot blame the extensions for any excess natural hair

shedding. 
After pregnancy it is advised to wait 6 months for your hormones to settle down.



Weaves 

Weaves are always removed and refitted row by row on refit appointments and
placed on a slightly new section. 

 

Weaves need to be refitted every 6-8 weeks. Refit times vary depending on
your own natural hair and how you like your weave to feel. 

Some ladies love having it refitted every 5 weeks as they do not like the weave
feeling loose and others are happy at 8 weeks. Everyones hair grows at different

speeds. 
Weaves are the easiest method to care for, just make sure you flip your rows and

brush in between.  

Tapes

BedHead Urban Antidotes is the recommended shampoo for tapes 
 

Tapes need removing, retaping and refitting every 6-8 weeks. 
If your hair grows fast then you will need them refitted sooner.  

If your hair is finer then you will need them refitted sooner.
Once the tapes have grown you will be able to tell when they need removing. 
Tapes will start to twist on themselves if there is too much growth at the root

and they may start to come apart on the edges once the tapes are ready to be
removed. 

 
Tapes are always refitted over 2 appointments. 

1st appointment is removal and 2nd is refit. This gives me a chance to retape the
hair ready for your refit. 

 
Tapes may slide out if using the incorrect products such as conditioners, oils,

sprays and masks near the root. 
Please do not use dry shampoo near the tape tops as this can cause premature

sliding and makes the tapes extremely hard to be removed. 
Colour/Bleach/Toners must not be used near the tape tops. 

Always flip the tapes up and brush in-between.

Nano Rings/Ultra Tips/Mini Tips

Leaving them longer than 9-10 weeks can damage your hair.   
 

All individual methods must be separated at the roots on a daily basis. 
You can brush over the roots with a soft bristle brush to remove any knots and

tangles. 
Never go to bed with wet hair when wearing this method or any method. 

If you lose any strands then keep them for your refits. 
You can lose 10% of extensions during their wear due to natural shedding. It will not

make a difference to lose a few so do not panic. 
Please avoid oily products around the ring area as it may cause them to slip but also

please do not let your roots get too oily as the extensions can slip. 
 

Ring methods must be refitted every 8 weeks. 



Bonds

Avoid washing your hair for 24-48 hours after fitting to ensure the bonds have
hardened fully.  

Bonds can be worn for 3-5 months as there is no maintenance required.
This is dependant on your natural hair, growth and shedding. 

Once your bonds have been fitted you must separate them daily to avoid
matting. 

They will naturally twist around each other so this step is SO important in
keeping your hair healthy. 

Never leave your bonds to dry naturally as they may soak up the extra moisture,
swell and start to break down so always dry your bonds on a low heat and avoid

heat tools in the root area. 
Aftercare is so important with this method, removing matting and knotting is
uncomfortable and is charged as extra so keep those bonds separated and

healthy. 
It is common to lose bonds over the course of wear as your natural hair sheds. 

Use a bristle brush on your hair
No high hair styles for the first few weeks
Always separate your extensions no matter the method 
Flip up tapes and weaves to brush underneath 
Do not leave your hair to dry naturally 
Do not go to bed with wet hair 
Brush and plait your hair for bedtime
Always use heat protection when using heat 
Book regular refits for your method 
Always wear your hair up for swimming, gym etc 
Blondes with lose their ashiness and darks will fade so you will need to top up
the colour over time 
Use a mask every 2 weeks on those ends if using alot of heat
Use argan oil on a daily basis to keep those ends hydrated
Do not remove the extensions yourself 

Main things to remember 



Bella Dolls HairCare range is my recommended range of products suited for
extensions and is available to purchase in the salon but there are other products

you can use.  

 
 

The Bella Dolls HairCare range has been formulated for hair extensions to
nourish and protect them. 

 
Shampoo & Conditioner 

 
Bella Dolls Extension Shampoo & Hair Extension Conditioner 250ml £8 each 

Bella Dolls Argan Oil Shampoo & Argan Oil Conditioner 250ml  £8 each
 

Fudge make amends - weave/bonds/nanos
Tigi Bed Head urban antidotes (red or teal) - tapes only 

MilkShake Integrity Range - weave/bonds/nanos
Maria Nila  - weave/bonds/nanos

Walkers Bond Breaker Shampoo (after tape removal only)
 

Argan Oil 
 

Bella Dolls Argan Oil 30ml £9
Sway Argan Oil

Remi Cachet Oil 
 
 

Heat Protection 
 

Bella Dolls Shake & Protect Heat Spray 250ml £8
Bella Dolls Shake & Protect Heat Spray 75ml £4

Sway heat Protect 
Maria NilaHeat Protect

Wella EIMI Thermal 
GHD Heat Protect 

 
Silver Products  

 
Bella Dolls Purple Shampoo & Conditioner 250ml £9 each

Fanola 
Osmo Silver Shampoo  

 
 

Styling Products 
Bella Dolls Shine Spray 250ml £9
GHD Curl Hold Spray 120ml £15

Got2bdRY Oil Spray 
BeautyWorks Dry Oil Spray 

 



 
 

Hair Masks 
 

Bella Dolls extension boost mask 100ml £8 
Maria Nila 

BeautyWorks Mask  
 
 

Brushes & Combs
 

Bella Dolls Extension Bristle Brush £7.50  
Bella Dolls Pink Blowdry Vent Brush £7.50

 
Bella Dolls Wave Combs PINK/GOLD/CREAM/WHITE £7.50

 
 

Supermarket Shampoos and products
 

I do not recommend the use of any supermarket shampoos or products as they
do not have the same quality ingredients as professional products. 
If supermarket products are used the hair guarantees are voided. 

 
You should be avoiding sulphates (weave/bonds/nanos), parabens and

silicones. 
 

These ingredients in cheaper shampoos are lower quality and can strip your hair
of oils and reduce the lifespan of the hair. 

 
Anti Dandruff shampoos should not be used as these are too harsh and will strip

the colour. 
 

If wearing tapes it is recommended to purchase a product called Walkers Bond
Breaker shampoo. 

This will remove any residue from your tape removal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


